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ABSTRACT
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What does Heron teach about our time of turbulent multi-scalar
issues like species extinctions, climate change, and related social
injustices? In this article, I consider this question by engaging the
changing presence of various Herons in the wetlands of southern
Ontario, Canada, in a context of colonial and modern urbanizing
processes that continue to have impacts. The teachings Heron oﬀers
goes beyond critical reﬂections on external ecological changes, for I
also symbolically relate with its wetland home as a place in midst of
the Kaswén:ta or Two Row Wampum. This early treaty between
Indigenous Canoe and Colonial Ship was meant to situate us on
our Common Waters in a way that can honor diverse ways. Though
the subsequent colonial focus on conversion of people and creation
would manifest an array of impacts, I am guided back to the Two Row
as a model for bringing into dialogue Indigenous and conservationist
understandings. It is in the still presence of Heron that diﬀerent
understandings and acts emerge on what it will take to sustainably
respond to those colonizing ways that continue to fuel global scale
issues like extinction and climate change.
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Tomber avec Héron: Les enseignements de
Kaswén:ta sur des eaux agitées
Que nous apprend Héron sur notre époque de problèmes turbulents à plusieurs niveaux comme la disparition d’espèces, le changement climatique et les injustices sociales qui y sont associées ? Dans
cet article, je considère cette question en impliquant la présence
changeante de diﬀérents Hérons des terres marécageuses du Sud
de l’Ontario au Canada dans un contexte de processus d’urbanisation coloniale et moderne qui continue d’avoir des répercussions.
Les enseignements que Héron prodigue vont au-delà des réﬂexions
critiques sur les changements écologiques externes car j’établis
aussi un rapport symbolique avec son habitat marécageux en tant
que lieu situé au milieu de Kaswén:ta ou Two Row Wampum. Cet
ancien traité entre Canoé Indigène et Bateau Colonial était censé
nous situer sur nos Eaux Communes de manière à respecter des
modes diﬀérents. Bien que la polarisation coloniale qui s’ensuivit
sur la conversion des gens et la création se soit manifestée par un
ensemble d’impacts diﬀérents, je suis ramené en arrière vers Two
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Row pour suivre ce modèle qui fait dialoguer les vues indigènes et
écologistes. C’est dans la présence immobile de Héron que les
diﬀérents points de vue et actions émergent sur ce qui sera
nécessaire pour répondre durablement à ces actes colonisateurs
qui continuent à alimenter les problèmes à échelle mondiale tels
que l’extinction et le changement climatique.

Tomber avec Héron: Les enseignements de
Kaswén:ta sur des eaux agitées
¿Qué enseña la garza acerca de nuestra época de problemas
turbulentos y multi-escalares como la extinción de especies, el
cambio climático y las injusticias sociales relacionadas? En este
artículo, se considera esta cuestión abordando la presencia cambiante de varias garzas en los pantanos en el sur de Ontario,
Canadá, en un contexto de procesos urbanísticos coloniales y
modernos que continúan teniendo impactos. Las enseñanzas que
ofrece la garza van más allá de las reﬂexiones críticas sobre los
cambios ecológicos externos, ya que también simbólicamente el
autor se relaciona con el pantano hogar como un lugar en medio
de Kaswén:ta o el tratado Wampum de Dos Hileras. Este antiguo
tratado entre la canoa local y el barco colonial tenía la intención
de situarnos en nuestras aguas comunes de una manera que
pueda honrar diversas formas. Si bien el posterior enfoque colonial
en la conversión de las personas y la creación manifestaría una
variedad de impactos, el análisis está orientado hacia el tratado de
Dos Hileras como modelo para poner en diálogo interpretaciones
indígenas y conservacionistas. Es en la presencia inmóvil de la
garza donde surgen diferentes interpretaciones y actos sobre lo
que se necesitará para responder de manera sostenible a aquellas
formas de colonización que continúan alimentando problemas de
escala global como la extinción y el cambio climático.

Introduction
Beyond the feathers that blow slightly with the tall grasses and weeping willows, a
stillness surrounds the Great Blue Heron. Its reed-like legs sink into the shallow marsh,
pulling me downward into a mist of silence that disorients our modern drive. Even the
contemporary world of extreme human disturbances to habitats, beings, and climate
momentarily slips out of time. On many occasions I have been stopped in my tracks by
this slate blue being, its patient ways seemingly calling me to contemplate the need to
slow down those modern ways of knowing and being that feel compelled to move with
the convenience of evermore speed. It poses this paradoxical challenge not from a
distant ‘wilderness’, but an isle in the midst of those ever-expanding urban centers from
which many of our modern issues radiate.
A mere half-century ago the reeds I sit amongst in a fragmented Toronto wetland had
been largely eradicated as the pond was encased by a concrete edge and the desire for a
more sterile and controlled relation with nature. The habitat of this city has been reshaped
by a modern and, prior to that, colonial sense of the value that could be extracted from land
and water. Urban expansion ‘has been responsible for the loss of a great deal of wildlife
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habitat’, with a combination of toxic chemicals and habitat fragmentation having signiﬁcant
local impacts on rare and common species (Root, Chant, & Heidenreich, 1999, p. 221). This
has occurred in a context of global impacts on habitats and species, with a recent conservation report listing over 79,800 species as being of concern and more than 23,000 under the
threat of extinction (IUCN, 2017). Being an intimate participant in these changes both locally
and globally, Heron has something to teach about multi-scalar issues like ecological
fragmentation, species extinctions, climate change, and social injustices.
Its stillness draws me below the surrounding urban sea into contemplations of an
older Toron:to (Toronto), one that was known as a ‘meeting place’ where Wendat,
Haudenosaunee, and Anishinaabe came into relation with a succession of immigrants
from across the ocean who mistook one kanatha (village) for the whole country
(Canada). I have come to situate this isle of habitat in the ﬁrst colonial treaty on these
waters, the Kaswén:ta or Two Row Wampum. This belt of wampum shell beads dates
back to 1613 in Mohawk and Dutch relations, and was adopted by the British in 1677,
French in 1701, and Canada in its aﬃrmation of the 1764 Treaty of Niagara. It depicts
two rows of purple in the midst of white that symbolize an Indigenous Canoe and
European Ship going side-by-side down our Common Waters (Alfred, 2008; Hill, 2013;
Leduc, 2016; Woodworth, 2001). While these waters sustain us, their depths also hold
the common values of Peace, Friendship, and Truth that are supposed to bind our
relations so they can last forever (Hill, 2013; Morito, 2013). Bringing the Two Row and
other treaties into the present, the Canadian Truth and Reconciliation Commission
reminds settlers that ‘we are all Treaty people’ and thus we all have a responsibility to
do the work of truth and reconciliation – it is not an Indigenous issue (Truth and
Reconciliation Commission of Canada, 2015, p. 11).
The Thanksgiving Address that Norma Jacobs Gaehowako opened this journal
volume with is an oﬀering that is meant to align our minds with all the presences
that make life on our Common Waters good. Her Haudenosaunee name Gaehowako
means ‘Ancestral Women Holding the Canoe’, and in many ways she has held the
Canoe as I have learned about what is needed for sustaining good relations. Between
the Two Rows there is, she explains, a small vessel where Ship and Canoe meet to
share understandings that can inform our common values of Peace, Friendship,
Respect, and Truth. Oﬀering a similar view are the words of Cayuga Chief Jacob
Thomas: ‘There is a bridge for all people to cross, a common belief to bring us
together. There is only one Creator’ (Thomas & Boyle, 1994, p. 131). Internalizing and
embodying our common values will not only deepen our relation with the Creator, but
also clarify the responsibilities we have to each other (Canoe and Ship) and Creation
(Waters).
Generations of colonial policies, missions, and resource extraction for ever-growing
proﬁt reﬂect the extent to which the Ship never made it to this sacred meeting place. In
the wake of this violence, Thomas says many Indigenous people have attempted to
straddle two worlds, with ‘one foot in the canoe and the other in the great masted sail
ship’ (Thomas & Boyle, 1994, p. 172). He asks what they ‘will do if they are in a storm’,
will they have a place to leap or will they ‘fall fatefully onto the waters to be rescued or
drowned?’ Being grounded in land-based cultural traditions is in his teachings vital to
individual and community health, and this is even more the case when a lifeline is
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needed for navigating Common Waters that are increasing in turbulence. What does
such a teaching mean for Canoe, Ship, and those who ﬁnd themselves in-between?
Whether understood as a vessel, bridge, or Toron:to isle, I have been guided to this
place of repose by a host of Herons for over a decade to learn what is needed to
reweave the ways of the Ship into the Kaswén:ta. They call me to make many crossings
between the two rows of conservation and Indigenous knowledge as I aﬃrm the
integrity of each, but also recognize the need for the Ship to learn something that is
vital for our common future. The relation necessarily needs to shift from those selfreferential and expansionary tendencies that have fuelled various conversions. This is an
unsustainable way of being that has brought the whole world into what Debra Bird Rose
describes as our ‘new era of solitude’ (Rose, 2011, p. 10). It is a loneliness marked by the
continuing losses of many beings who we coevolved with, and yet the collaborative
nature of life means we are dying together for ‘no one, ultimately, is isolated from
calamity’ (Rose, 2011, p. 11). Drawing upon Rose in their same Australian context,
Bawaka Country et al. counsel that we need to relearn an ethics of responsiveness to
our place in creation. Researchers, people, need to open ‘up to the reality of their
connections with the world’ (Bawaka Country et al., 2014, p. 278). This approach has
implications for how we come to know, represent, and respond to our relations.
With Heron holding a central role in my learning about our time of change, I feel
compelled to follow the lead of Bawaka Country and their Indigenous teachers in ﬁnding
ways to humbly recognize the immersion of academic research and human knowledge
in broader relations that are always responsive to human actions. They recognize
Bawaka Country’s primary authorship because ‘the land, the water, the animals, the
plants, the rocks, the thoughts, the songs, the people and the ways they relate to each
other, is hence the all-encompassing authority’ (Bawaka Country et al., 2014, p. 271). In a
similar spirit, I thank Heron for guiding me to the stories and practices that are woven in
this article by recognizing its relational author-ity. As I describe in this article, this does
not mean I position myself as an expert in its being or the Indigenous teachings that are
informing my ways of relating. Rather, the way I recognize Heron’s co-author-ity here is
an attempt at respectfully aﬃrming my limited understanding, even as I humbly try to
follow its isle teachings on navigating roughening waters, climates, and animal relations.
We begin with a story on Heron’s role in the cocreation of Turtle Island, and from those
origins begin to learn ways of reweaving ourselves into these changing relations.

The peace of falling
The dark waters were smooth as glass when an image began to crystallize in Loon’s red eyes.
Looking into the water, the form was obscure at ﬁrst but slowly became recognizable,
leading Loon to state: ‘There is a woman arising from the depths of the water’
(cited in Leduc, 2016, p. 154). But a small heron known as Bittern saw things diﬀerently as
it looked up in its camouﬂaged way of being in the reeds, responding: ‘She is not, in fact,
coming up from below, she is, in fact . . . falling from above.’ (cited in Leduc, 2016, p. 154)
With that awareness, a host of birds today known to inhabit wetlands ﬂew up to catch and
ease the woman’s fall from the Sky World. Loon, Duck, Crane, Goose, Gull, Great Blue Heron,
Egret, and Bittern guided Sky Woman toward the back of Turtle, thus bringing some Peace
up from the Common Waters to one who was in need of support. It is from these original
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relations that the world we inhabit began coming into creation on a wetland isle today
referred to by those on the Ship as North America, but much longer known as Turtle Island.
If I slow down long enough to attend subtle changes like the wind blowing through
the willows and slightly rippling the dark waters, I can hear the stories of Sky Woman’s
fall arise from everything around me. Murmurs come from the reeds that Bittern hides
within, the winds that Great Blue Heron glides with, the rippling waters that sparkle with
Wood Duck’s iridescent feathers, the mud that edges from the shore into Turtle’s depths;
everything pulls me into a diﬀerent world than that of the city’s surrounding drive.
Perhaps this feeling of stories arising from land and water is related to why many
Indigenous nations of Turtle Island tell variations on Sky Woman’s story, including the
Haudenosaunee, Wendat, and Anishinaabe who all live on the waters of Toron:to.
It is only a half-truth that the land and water now tells me its stories, for after years on
the Ship I have needed to spend much time learning from these lands, waters, and
Herons by bringing knowledge from Canoe and Ship into their presence. Our individual
and communal lives share Sky Woman’s descent from known horizons to mysterious
times of change and birth, though what leads us to fall is as diverse as the storying of
this woman who – depending on the teller – jumps, is pushed, escapes a sky illness, or
has an accident (Leduc, 2016). The Potawatomi scholar Robin Wall Kimmerer clariﬁes
there is another vital reason why this story endures, and that is ‘because we too are
always falling’ (Kimmerer, 2013, pp. 8–9). My fall toward this isle has a source in the
colonial relations of the Two Row; that is what Heron calls me to learn more when I sit
patiently on these waters. But it is not merely the experience of falling that we share, for
Kimmerer adds that we are also often eased by the gifts of worldly beings that ‘stand by
to catch us’, at least if we live in a reality where gifting and receiving is the basis of life.
Sky Woman fell into a diversity of feathered wings who caught her, but they were not
alone. Around the edge of the reeds Muskrat swims, going underwater for short distances
and popping up a few yards later as it navigates the moss and paddles us to the next part
of the story. Though the hard shell of Turtle was a place where the birds could place Sky
Woman, it was no place where she could ﬂourish. And so it is told that a group of marsh
animals that included Beaver, Otter, Toad, and Muskrat took turns swimming to the
depths to dredge up some sacred mud. The industrious Beaver and swift Otter began
the dives to no success, followed by the small Muskrat who all thought would not succeed.
As such it was surprising that this humble being who seemed limited beside Beaver and
Otter arose with mud held tightly in its little paws, but to do so had given up its life. This
sacred mud is vital to the original moment of creation as Sky Woman now goes about
planting the seeds for all subsequent life, including our own.
While Friendship on the Ship is largely viewed as human in form, there is on the
Canoe a sense that we can connect in familiar and respectful ways with the diverse
relations that fostered the cocreation. As Kimmerer highlights, the fall of Sky Woman, her
support by the birds, Muskrat’s dive and Turtle’s oﬀering; all these relations reﬂect a
‘give and take with the land’, water, and sky. Through these interactions ‘the original
immigrant became indigenous’, and thus people could become friends with each other
and creation (Kimmerer, 2013, pp. 8–9). It is a common Indigenous view, with Bawaka
Country explaining that ‘central to our co-constitution is our obligation of wetj, of
sharing and becoming together in ethical ways’ (Bawaka Country et al., 2014, p. 278).
The Two Row extends these values into colonial relations as we are called to aﬃrm the
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Peace of each other’s ways, while partaking in a Friendship with each other and the
beings of our Common Waters.
The science of the Ship tells us in its way that our ancestors have had a long relation
with marsh birds like Heron. Tracks of the ﬁrst Heron appear in a form similar to today’s
Great Blue Herons in the Eocene some 50 million years ago (Kushlan & Hancock, 2004,
p. 15), around the time when our ancestors were shifting from arboreal to terrestrial
habitat. Signs of contemporary Herons are ﬁrst seen some 7 million years ago, which is
millions of years before Homo habilis began fashioning stone tools. These long relations
inspired Paleolithic and Neolithic rock carvings of Geese, Ducks, Ganders, Cranes, and
Herons in the hunting stations of Asia and Europe. These places were synonymous with
a Mother-like being who is the source of all sustenance, with the birds being her
mediators just as with Sky Woman (Campbell, 1990; Lewis-Williams & Pearce, 2005).
Sitting quiet with Bittern as it stands motionless in the reeds, my mind is drawn from
these mysterious origin stories to the more recent experience of a conservationist from
the Ship who is local to this urban isle. In the early part of the twentieth century, John
Livingston lived in Toron:to’s east-side where he came into relation with the marshes of
Ashbridge’s Bay which in precolonial times were one of the largest wetlands in eastern
Canada. He grew up in a city that ‘occupies the fertile ﬂoodplains of three signiﬁcant
rivers’, and sits in the midst of two major bird-migration routes that make it home and
stopover for 304 bird species (Grady, 1995, p. 5). Venturing into these wetlands often,
Livingston wrote of being imprinted on the seasonal change of bird arrivals and
departures; of becoming Friends with the birds.
But it was not simply positive experiences that inﬂuenced his path toward the
responsibilities of a naturalist and conservationist who became Executive Director of
the Canadian Audubon Society, cofounder of the CBC’s The Nature of Things, and awardwinning author. In contrast to the marsh beings who helped Sky Woman and Turtle
cocreate our reality, Livingston experienced the stomach-wrenching pain of the modern
Ship’s capacity to unravel the original weave. Over the twentieth century Toron:to lost
91% of its wetlands due to urban ﬁlling, and the surrounding southern Ontario region
had 80% of them converted to agriculture and then sprawl. It was in this 1930s milieu
that a young Livingston witnessed the ‘reclamation’ of the ‘unproductive’ Ashbridge’s
Bay ‘for port and industrial use, virtually eliminating the largest wetland in eastern
Canada’ (Root et al., 1999, p. 231, 246). He experienced it this way:
The boy who saw Cory’s least bittern driven from the marshes of Ashbridge’s Bay in Toronto
by a sorely needed sewage treatment plant learned early of the complexities and conﬂicts
of conservation. . . The things I value – such as birds – are being destroyed by other things I
also value: human life. The conﬂicts and paradoxes are staggering. (Livingston, 2007, p. 164)

With so much concrete surrounding these marshy shores, it is easy to forget that a mere
century prior to Livingston’s experience Toron:to was described as a humid wetland carved
with ravines, rivers, and mosquito-ﬁlled dense forests. In the words of a British soldier, ‘only a
strip of paper separated the land from the ﬁres of damnation’ (cited in Leduc, 2016, p. 66).
This humid land was the context of a telling disagreement between Ship and Canoe on the
original land-transfer treaty. While the Anishnaabe had the water-based view of the boundary for the emerging city being the Credit River, the British military oﬃcials worked with
straight-lined plans that paid little heed to the rivers ﬂowing into Lake Ontario (Leduc, 2016).
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The imposing grid of lots and concessions in a short two centuries expanded into what we
drive over, thus fuelling the fragmentation of habitats and our climate of change.
The roots of our moment run deep. As Kimmerer writes, a colonizing society is ‘based
on the principles of unlimited growth, sprawl, and high energy consumption, sucking up
resources as fast as they can, wresting land from others through competition, and then
moving on’ (Kimmerer, 2013, p. 284). This approach has informed many colonial policies,
including a Canadian Residential School system that the nation pursued ‘because it
wished to divest itself of its legal and ﬁnancial obligations to Aboriginal people and
gain control over their land and resources’ (Truth and Reconciliation Commission of
Canada, 2015, p. 3). The Canoe would be violated through an intensifying power(over)
conversion of children and Turtle Island that went against the original Two Row agreement to not interfere with each other’s autonomy and freedom.
Reﬂecting on these dynamics, Taiaiake Alfred states that nonindigenous people need
to realize ‘that their notion of power and its extension over indigenous peoples is wrong
by any moral standard’ (Alfred, 2008, p. 180). This approach so contrasted the original
intent of participating in give-and-receive relations that the Haudenosaunee had to learn
with their own emergence into this cocreation story, and then relearn at key points in their
history. Prior to the Ship’s arrival, the ﬁve original nations of the Haudenosaunee
Confederacy were at war until a Peacemaker came to each nation oﬀering a way to that
Peace later held by the Two Row. At a key moment, he approached the leaders holding
high one arrow which he snapped in two. He then took ﬁve arrows to represent each of
the nations, held them together in the air and could not break them. In Thomas’ words,
‘Five bound arrows symbolized the complete union. . . that they had bound themselves
together in one mind, one body, one head, and one heart’ (Thomas & Boyle, 1994; p. 17;
Bouchard, 2014; p. 23; Alfred, 2008). The Friendship of the Two Row is rooted in this sense
of a relational Power that humans need to aﬃrm through participation with each other
and the cocreative beings of Turtle Island.
By the turn of this century, the Bittern who witnessed Sky Woman’s fall, Peacemaker’s
teachings, the arrival of the Ship and Livingston’s pain was classiﬁed as threatened in
Ontario (Root et al., 1999, p. 224). On a global scale, eight Heron species are ‘seriously at
risk’, and changes across the planet are having diverse regional impacts (Kushlan & Hancock,
2004; p. 62; Butler, 1997). The Bittern is generally stable, though it partakes in these
dynamics as fragmented ecologies combined with climate changes impact some breeding
habitats (Kushlan & Hancock, 2004, p. 311). Herons generally, as with many species, are
being impacted by global phenomena like climate change and the mass extinction event.
According to the IUCN (2017), there has been an improvement for a number of species that
were threatened because of conservation eﬀorts, but overall ‘biodiversity is declining’ and a
wide array of species are at risk.
The state of Heron populations are increasingly connected to how people relate with
wetlands by fostering more green space, creating refuges, and restraining the primacy of
human concerns (Kushlan & Hancock, 2004, p. 54). In 1954, Toron:to had one 67 ha
parcel of green space, but by 1974 that total increased to 3,161 ha as the city reacquired
extensive tracts along Lake Ontario and rivers (Root et al., 1999, p. 236). Signiﬁcant issues
obstructed its vision during this period as the main focus was on recreational use rather
than restoring habitat, thus extending the tendency to measure nature as a resource for
humans. This habitual pull was something Livingston struggled against as he searched
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out spaces beyond modern society where he could learn from Bittern and others. From
these spaces, he came to redeﬁne conservation as preserving ‘wildlife forms and groups
of forms in perpetuity, for their own sakes, irrespective of any connotation of present or
future human use’ (Livingston, 2007, p. 16). A modest move to repositioning human
relations in Toron:to began in the early 1990s as the city ‘embarked on a series of
waterfront habitat-rehabilitation projects’ that aimed to ‘wild’ the shoreline and wetlands (Root et al., 1999, p. 241). The concrete that once encased this marsh was
removed, thus restoring the isle of habitat I sit within.
In the still presence of Bittern, it is clear that the restoration of marshes are merely a
start if the Ship is to reenter the cocreation story after such a lengthy period of violent
conversions. The harder work requires us to fall into the restoration of the wetlands
within, and its unpredictable implications for ways that primarily value all beings as
resources and services to fuel unending consumption. When locked into this constrained
perspective, our sense of issues like climate change and mass extinction become deanimated, secularized, rationalized, and externalized. Humans tend to be seen as the
sole species with the purposive agency and Power capable of manifesting these issues,
as well as managing a response consistent with that which is ‘useful’. Something deeper
is going on here, for the deaths occurring without are being enacted from an evergrowing internal disturbance that has long been isolated from our Two Row relations.
Witnessing the fall of so many habitats and beings with Heron, I am reminded that
many of the Ship’s responses to the changing Common Waters have been constrained by
the modern tendency to position people outside of creation. Even the accruing death that
is radiating throughout our world is often conceived as ‘collateral casualties’ to our fastpaced and ever-growing consumerism. For Rose, these changes are bringing us to an
important shore where the human ‘capacity for cruelty and self-insulation washes up
against humanity’s capacity for compassion’ (Rose, 2011, p. 28). To move beyond the
indiﬀerence and helplessness that is so prevalent today, she poses a couple questions that
I hold in my mind as I sit here with Heron: ‘How shall we see the eyes, the relationships, the
companionship, the connections, the crossovers that connect their death with our lives?
How shall we engage our imagination so as to reach into these death places?’

A boundary-crossing power
Lifting its feet from the water and mud below as wings carry it into the air, the Great
Blue Heron skips gracefully over the pond. Etched in my mind is the ‘S’ bended neck of
its ﬂight. This posture allows it to have a sleek, long, and less muscular neck as its wings
beat their average 120 times per minute (Kushlan & Hancock, 2004, pp. 8, 12). Watching
its takeoﬀ, it becomes clear why Herons play such a vital role in stories of the cocreation.
It is an elementary boundary crosser that rises out of water and land into the air where
Sky Woman’s descent begins. It thus has the capacity to mediate the fall of spirit into
creation (Leduc, 2016; Rice, 2013). The science of the Ship has been learning over the
past half-century how much Heron and the marsh birds need space to ﬂourish and make
their signature boundary crossings. When these capacities are threatened by a human
power (over) that fragments and isolates then they recede, leaving us unsupported at
that moment when the cocreative Power seems to be unraveling. Something about its
ﬂight draws me further from the human presences on the nearby path, broadening my
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view on its boundary-crossing ways of living on the edge of this urban sea without
being fully of it.
Just as we try to restore the wetlands, Great Blue Herons have long learned how to
foster the conditions it needs to ﬂourish in isles of habitat like this by pushing to the
edges intruders who could disrupt their concentration and the prey that is their
sustenance. With stable populations of over 20,000 in Ontario and between 100,000 to
250,000 on Turtle Island, it has learned how to live and ﬂourish close to our humandominated world – a capacity that leads the ornithologists Kushlan and Hancock to
describe them as an ‘environmental sentinel’ (Kushlan & Hancock, 2004, pp. 56–58, 85).
Holding its great size with a lightness of being, they add that this sentinel carries our
imagination as ‘it rises from among the reeds and ﬂies forever. . . towards the distant
islands’ (Kushlan & Hancock, 2004, p. 61). If I slow down long enough for the urban drive
to recede, then each wing-beat carries me from the Ship’s science to another Indigenous
story of these Toron:to waters.
The Anishinaabe elder James Dumont (1992) tells of a pubescent boy who was
guided by his elder on a vision quest to an island fast. Over several nights he dreamt
of an ogima, a great chief who ‘began dancing around me as I sat there on a rock and
when I happened a glance down at my body I noticed that I had grown feathers’ like a
golden eagle. As with Heron, Eagle is a boundary-crosser who this boy actively engages
by oﬀering space for a relationship through his solitary fast. Through the intentions of
his acts and guidance of his culture, the boy is initiated into a broader sense of his place
in the cocreation and his responsibilities for fostering these relations throughout life.
While there is a tendency on the Ship to interpret such mythic boundary crossings as
irrational understandings of the past, Dumont confronts this assumption. This dreamfast experience is ‘as much a “reality” as everyday reality. . . when we travel in dreams, we
actually do travel, and, we can often experience the exhaustion of the “trip” the
following morning. . . It is possible for other-than-human (superhuman) beings to appear
to men, and, these mysterious beings (manitok) can assume whatever form is appropriate’ (Dumont, 1992, p. 76). It also seems people can, with guidance, follow their
shape-shifting ways through dreams and ceremonies like a fast. Spreading his wings, the
boy followed the ogima’s ﬂight south to the Isle of Summer Birds where there was a
great gathering. Here he lived and learned over the winter months before returning in
the spring to the fasting island where time had moved slower.
A southward migration is a yearly journey the Great Blue Heron also follows each
September and October as they gather in ‘numbers of a few to 100, ﬂying both day and
night’ beyond the north’s approaching winter, eventually returning each spring (Kushlan
& Hancock, 2004, pp. 83–84). Such seasonal ﬂights drew Livingston into a diﬀerent world
than the ever-present urban Toron:to. In his words: ‘My childhood experience of the
bird, and its lifelong annual reinforcement, ensure that each spring’s recognition of our
relationship is more satisfying than the last’ (Livingston, 2007, p. 164). Birds have played
a powerful role in the awareness of many conservationists and environmentalists from
the Ship, like Livingston’s contemporary Paul Shepard who wrote: ‘We may think of birds
as externalizing a mental process, but it would be more accurate to say that the idea is
our inward occasion of the bird. . . Its visible extent is like our conscious experience and
its unseen distance like the unconscious’ (Shepard, 1996, p. 61). Following the mysterious lead of migrating birds, Livingston (1994) came to describe other scales of
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consciousness (group, eco-community, biospheric) as the context for the individualism
of the Ship. These other states were for him vitally important for us to foster if we are to
fall into a broader sense of our place in today’s turbulent changes.
Eyes drawn to the white feathered being that also ﬂies along these shores, I remember that the Great White Egret became Livingston’s badge as the Executive Director for
the Canadian branch of the Audubon Society that was founded in the early 1900s
around the conservation of these Herons. They were facing extinction across Turtle
Island due to the plume hunting that was serving popular fashions. Its size and grace
brought its threat into public awareness as the new Audubon Society began hiring
wardens to protect bird colonies ‘with the Great Egret as its symbol’ (Kushlan & Hancock,
2004, p. 58). By Livingston’s time, it had come to symbolize a historic conservation
success as the Egret achieved a stable continental population, with today some expanding their breeding range north into southern Ontario (Kushlan & Hancock, 2004,
pp. 100–102). It was the regular friendship followed by human-induced absence of
Bittern and Egret that initiated Livingston into a life of conservation and ‘the environmental paradox of our time: that to be human in a modern world is to participate in the
destruction of that which nurtures and fosters life’ (Livingston, 2007, p. 164).
It is in a spirit of sharing that Dumont oﬀers the dream-fast story to help those in
the Ship understand how Indigenous cultures engage a world of interpenetrating
spiritual-material realities. He explains that long ago a choice was given between
two general paths for navigating our waters. The Ship chose that which ‘oﬀered
knowledge and growth through accumulation and mounting of all that could be
seen ahead’, a 180 degree vision that fosters linear accumulating developments
(Dumont, 1992, p. 31). Another path was followed by the Canoe that opened to a
circular vision on ‘the whole nature of an object or event – its physical reality as well
as its soul’. The humility of this wholistic vision allows Dumont to aﬃrm the gifts and
limits of diﬀerent cultural ways on our Common Waters. His approach resonates with
Alfred’s description of a Haudenosaunee traditionalism that is grounded in a ‘cultural
give and take with non-indigenous people – respect for what both sides have to
contribute and share’ (Alfred, 2008, p. 16). At the same time, Dumont comes together
with Alfred, Thomas and Livingston in connecting the rising turbulence of our time to
the imbalances of the Ship’s ever-accumulating linear vision.
On this isle, it is clear that to live in a reality where a host of sentient presences eased
Sky Woman’s fall requires practices for learning of our role in a cocreative circle.
Initiatory rituals are one option. Another is the Clan system held in common by the
Indigenous nations of Toron:to. It is described by Thomas as an adaptive practice by
which ‘families could learn how to comfort and support one another during times of
need’, with each clan guided by an animal who represents ‘a way of life in terms of
character and respect’ (Thomas & Boyle, 1994, p. 146). Whether it be Heron, Hawk, Bear,
Deer, Wolf, Turtle, Beaver, or Thomas’ Sandpiper, each of these beings connect the
individual and community to speciﬁc responsibilities and relations (see Thomas, Thomas
& Boyle, 1994; Sioui 1999; Benton-Benai, 2010). Far from Turtle Island, Rose describes
how animal deaths in Australia are situated in Indigenous kinship relations that foster
accountability within the human community. These familial relations remind people that
animals are killed ‘to nurture humans; it is not to eradicate animals’ (Rose, 2011, p. 26).
The cocreation is here for humans to participate in, not own. In the words of Bawaka
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Country, we come into ethical relations ‘through our attention, our responsiveness and
responsibility’ to an ever-emerging reality (Bawaka Country et al., 2014, p.278).
Watching the deliberate movements of Heron as it slowly takes up a place in the
shallow waters, I understand why those of this Haudenosaunee clan are said to embody
‘patience, intelligence, and poise’ in their attentive observation of relations (Skye, 2007). It
is a countenance that predisposes them to a solitary way of living that can also ‘coexist
with others’, not unlike its position in the isle ﬁssures of Toron:to. This sense of Heron has
resonances across the planet. In Egypt, the patient Purple Heron carries contemplative
Peace and the Power of rebirth. The protective heronries of India have been fostered on
the grounds of Hindu temples, and thus despite the extent of habitat loss in south Asia the
status of Herons ‘is stronger in Hindu nations than among neighbouring cultures’ (Kushlan
& Hancock, 2004, pp. 60–61). Hindu yogis are also connected with another marsh bird in
their designation paramahamsas, ‘supreme wild ganders’, because they participate in the
‘transcendent yet immanent ground of all being’ that is beyond waking consciousness
(Campbell, 1990, p. 168). People across the planet have long learned ways of engaging
Heron, Eagle and others for teachings on how to live in a cocreative world.
The boundary-crossing nature of this patient Heron is what has caught me in these
circular teachings, inspiring me to learn more of my identity and place in our changing
waters. Most of my ancestors have lived for centuries along the great river,
Kaniatarowanenneh; known to most today by its colonial name, St. Lawrence. I am
French Canadian on my mother’s side and an uncertain mix of French Canadian,
Mohawk, and Wendat on my father’s side. I am a French Canadian who cannot speak
the language and an English-speaking Canadian with no British ancestry. Having more
settler bloodlines than Indigenous, I am not Mohawk, Wendat, or Métis, and yet as I
engage these ancestral relations my position in this changing cocreation makes more
sense. I have come from a life grounded in the power(over) privilege of the Ship, and in
the process of renewing relations with the Canoe have found myself on this isle where
reweaving the teachings of Livingston and Dumont seems like a necessary response in
times of change.
But in learning from Heron about my mixed position, I feel compelled to honor
Thomas’ Two Row teaching around ensuring the integrity of diﬀerent cultural traditions,
especially when a lifeline is needed in roughening waters. Everything about Heron asks
for a kind of falling into who we are, and yet also suggests there is a need to unlock an
either-or sense of the Two Row. There is much diversity in Indigenous Canoe
(e.g. Haudenosaunee Five Nations, Anishinaabe, Wendat) and Canadian Ship that is
composed of people from waves of migration. More than that, the mostly bad, sometimes good and often mixed relations of colonialism have brought many into positions
of unsure footing in these turbulent times. This situation leads Alfred to state that
aﬃrming ‘the power of the traditional teachings and applying them to contemporary
problems is crucially important to the survival of indigenous people’ (Alfred, 2008, p. 54).
A comparable search is needed by those on the Ship as its quest for absolute
power(over) meets its limits. Heron and others drew Livingston into a life of conservation and confrontations with the Ship’s linear assumptions, though his journey was more
haphazard than the Anishinaabe boy who, despite colonial intentions, still had a culture
for actively initiating him into the hard truths about his identity and responsibilities in
the cocreation. Livingston’s painful education is a reminder of the need to recover
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cultural ways for falling into the Power of an initiation, for the alternative is to resist and
thus increase the turbulent pull that is a mark of our time.
Drawn back to Toron:to’s shores by the rising sounds of the rush hour, I am reminded
of Heron’s capacity to be in the midst of the urban and not of it. Actively disengaging
into slower, patient ways of being seems central to a more livable future. But how when
most on the Ship have been disconnected from any kind of spirited initiation by a
religion and then secular society that is implicated in colonial missions and has long left
behind a circular vision of our place. Rather than appropriating by picking up speciﬁc
Indigenous practices or disengaging acts of learning across the Two Row out of fear of
appropriating, we need to fall into the Peace of our complex identities as we try to
reweave learning relations on these waters. As Dumont teaches, a circular way has value
for anyone because it ‘is a primal kind of vision’ that is ‘accessible to modern man
[people], if he would choose it’ (Dumont, 1992, p. 79). In a relational cocreation, Rose
similarly aﬃrms that searching for morally pure boundaries is an act of refusing connectivity, ‘responsibility and accountability’ (Rose, 2011, p. 142). The great blue boundary
crosser calls us to embody these teachings in our ways of knowing, writing and living,
even as the turbulence intensiﬁes.

Conclusion: hunting for renewal
Long legs sink into the waters as the Great Blue Heron stands immobile, patiently
awaiting its sustenance to come in reach. In an instant, stillness becomes thrust. Its
neck has the distinctive kink of long-necked birds that is due to an elongated sixth
cervical vertebra which acts like a hinge for the forward bill strike. Its precise weave of
internal and external adaptations epitomizes the give-and-receive Power that Kimmerer
sees in the story of Sky Woman’s fall, but here playing out in the life-and-death pattern
of the hunt. I am drawn to Bawaka Country’s insight that it is the responsibility of the
hunter to attend the messages of ‘the animals, the plants, the winds’ if they are to
respect those whose time has come to give themselves (Bawaka Country et al., 2014,
p. 275). In attending Heron’s sudden stab of a ﬁsh, I learn about the patient precision
that is needed to coauthor with this being whose thrust calls for slight changes in
attention and bodily responses. De-centering my human authorship is a small act of
recognizing how the beings around this isle ‘don’t write the same way humans do. But
they do create’ (Bawaka Country et al., 2014, p. 276).
Each act of Heron shifts my writing, knowing and ways of being as the modern drive
falls prey to a diﬀerent cocreative pace. Its footing for our hunt is in that sacred mud
Muskrat dredged at the moment of cocreation, and it is from here that teachings on the
original source of sustenance and renewal arise from the depths. Breathing in the moist
humus of this shore, I recall Kimmerer’s writing on how the ‘scent of Mother Earth
stimulates the release of the hormone oxytocin, the same chemical that promotes
bonding between mother and child’ (Kimmerer, 2013, p. 236). This healing quality
partakes in those general patterns wherein being immersed in natural surrounds has
an array of positive eﬀects on attentiveness, depression, and other mental health issues
(see Capaldi, Passmore, Nisbet, Zelenski, & Dopko, 2015; Williams, 2016). Such original
gifts of the cocreation are available to all, but what the Canoe’s circular vision oﬀers is
insight into how cultural practices like an Anishinaabe initiation, clan position or
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cocreation story can actively nurture these beneﬁts by opening people to ways of
participating in a give-and-receive life.
Wading with Heron connects us to that nurturing womb that gifts all our lives. It also
grounds us in the dark muck of painful colonial violations that forcibly severed many
people and beings from their circle of relations through land transformations, residential
schools, and other conversions. Our intensifying climate of change has emerged in
response to those violations as a kind of collective initiation, and there is much
uncertainty as to whether our responsibilities will be renewed. Witnessing the Ship’s
bind, Livingston concluded that ‘wildlife preservation is a catastrophic, heart-breaking
disaster’ (Livingston, 2007, p. 9). Since his time our situation has intensiﬁed, from our
pace, to the harvesting of resources, to human population, to the number of cars, to the
rising intensity of our travel in dynamics like average annual kilometers driven, overall
consumption and resulting emissions (see Leduc, 2016). Then there are green consumer
responses like Tesla electric vehicles that will lower greenhouse gas emissions, but its
desired scale and pace has other polluting impacts that will also maintain the ecofragmentation of roads. Our consumptive drive virtually disconnects us from the muddy
‘heart-break’ we must learn to stand in with Heron, for this is one way back to the Peace,
Power, and Truth of our ever-present origins.
Heron’s still being asks me to consciously struggle with my paradoxical position
between an academic system that drives me to quickly publish more; and its call for
me to slow down my learning and writing by bringing it back to my teachers on these
waters. It is a conundrum that takes many forms today as we come up against systemic
and semiconscious barriers to change. For in contrast to the luxurious pace promised by
the Ship, the act of slowing down to learn about who we are and our responsibilities can
seem unappealing – like we are participating in the cocreation’s hunt of our ways of
living. But there is another way to position ourselves, and that is as people who intend
to embody, in Rose’s words, ‘a willingness toward responsibility, a choice for encounter
and response, a turning toward rather than turning away’ (Rose, 2011, p. 5). Immersed in
these disturbed waters, we must learn to hunt for ways back into the cocreation; hunt
for storied teachings that ask us to struggle with our position between origins (birth)
and endings (death).
Encountering Heron on these shores, I have begun to learn some acts that are
required if I am to curve and reweave the Ship’s linear tendencies toward the circle.
Its S-shaped ﬂight and boundary-crossing calls me to distance my ways of being and
knowing from our modern drive so that its pervasive appropriating approach to situating all knowledge within human conﬁnes can be re-storied in cocreative relations. The
space and intent of cultural practices are needed for this, as well as a willingness to let
our thoughts fall into the support of others. Landed on these shores, then Heron’s
hinged neck hunt can bring up other teachings for us on identity and responsibilities in
times of change. In following such acts in thought and practice, it is clear the ideas of
this article and related ways of being cannot be seen as simply the product of myself
and the human guides of the Two Row. I have been inspired by Heron to think and act
in ways that I could not have if I stayed isolated with computer in the Ship’s hull.
We end with our feet in these muddied waters because this is where we are called to
stand today. With so many beings, species, lands and waters falling to the Ship’s
consumption, Rose humbly concludes that this ‘Earth-shattering disaster’ is one that
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‘cannot be mended’ (Rose, 2011, p. 5). Yet she adds that we are still called by our
relations to ethically reweave what we can of the damage based on a humble positioning of our gifts and limits, not unlike that of little Muskrat. This means slowing down our
systems and lives in many ways by doing the initiatory work of coming to the ‘truth’ of
colonial ancestries; fasting from elements of our consumptive drive; opening to the
storied teachings of a circular vision that can attend spirit in the material; and engaging
the beings of Turtle Island as primary teachers.
Hunting for diﬀerent ways of being, I cannot help but feel gratitude for this patient
Heron who continues to teach me about that which is blocking our way to a cocreative, not
simply sustainable, way forward. We live in a time of great destructive and creative
potential where renewal can arise if we can let go and fall toward this isle; can allow our
consumptive drive, assumptions, and institutions to become the vital mud needed for
reweaving our ways of being and knowing. How do we actively fall into these changes?
Once again, I hear Kimmerer’s words in the strong winds of these shores: ‘our relationship
with land cannot heal until we hear its stories’ (Kimmerer, 2013, pp. 8–9). Heron is waiting
to see if we can learn to slow down, hear, and tell the stories of who we are and want to be.
The uncertainty as to whether we can foster this responsibility and return home is palpable.
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